Landscapes are meaningful ecological units that strongly depend on the environmental conditions. Such dependencies between landscapes and the environment have been noted since the beginning of Earth sciences and cast into conceptual models describing the interdependencies of climate, geology, vegetation and geomorphology. Here, we ask whether landscapes, as seen from space, can be statistically predicted from pertinent environmental conditions. To this end we adapted a deep learning generative model in order to establish the relationship between the environmental conditions and the view of landscapes from the Sentinel-2 satellite. We trained a conditional generative adversarial network to generate multispectral imagery given a set of climatic, terrain and anthropogenic predictors. The generated imagery of the landscapes share many characteristics with the real one. Results based on landscape patch metrics, indicative of landscape composition and structure, show that the proposed generative model creates landscapes that are more similar to the targets than the baseline models while overall reflectance and vegetation cover are predicted better. We demonstrate that for many purposes the generated landscapes behave as real with immediate application for global change studies. We envision the application of machine learning as a tool to forecast the effects of climate change on the spatial features of landscapes, while we assess its limitations and breaking points.
between landscapes and the climatic, geological, and anthropogenic factors is, however, rather conceptual. The totality of interactions and processes that determine the landscapes are impossible to simulate numerically as of today. This fact holds true to such extent that, to the best of our knowledge, landscape imagery prediction is yet to be attempted. We aim to analyze whether the relation between forming factors and landscapes can be mapped with a statistical method. Our goal is to reconstruct the 2D aerial view (multispectral) of the landscapes from a set of 2D environmental conditions. Furthermore, we assess the use of predicting landscapes as a tool for climate change and landscape change studies.
The study of Earth at the landscape scale gained momentum in the last decades benefiting from the use of geographic information systems and the high availability of remotely sensed imagery [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Remotely sensed images are a measure of the radiation reflected by the surface. The observed reflections at certain wavelength are information rich snapshots that can be used to diagnose features such as land-cover type, ecosystem spatial structure, vegetation health, water availability or human impact [9, 10, 11] . Predicting the aerial image comes close to predicting the landscapes and their spatial arrangement. From the satellite image, one could derive many high level aspects of the landscapes and ecosystems with existing earth observation tools.
Landscapes are formed by a wide range of components and processes. Factors that determine a landscape can be categorized into largely independent ones (e.g. climate or geology) and dependent ones (e.g. soil or vegetation). A change on the independent factor leads to a change of the dependent ones, for example, changes on abiotic factors generally lead to changes in biotic components (such as shifting position or composition). Previous work to classify the landscapes has determined and ranked the forming factors by importance [12, 13, 3] L = f (C, G, H, S, V, F, U, S).
(1)
Where L is the Landscape, C is climate, G the geology and geomorphology, H the hydrology, S the soil, V the vegetation, F the fauna, U the land use and S the landscape structure. Developing over the work of [3] we can further reduce the conceptual relationship into the essential independent forming factors L = f (Clim, Geo, AI).
Where Clim is the broadened climate, Geo is the lithology and topography and AI are the anthropogenic interventions.
As the dependent factors (e.g. soil or vegetation) can be thought of as a function of the independent ones (climate and geology) direct knowledge is not strictly necessary. In addition we broad the definition of climate to encompass all of the meteorological hydrology.
Mechanistic or statistical approaches are scarce, or only address certain aspects (e.g. geomorphological models). Advances in deep learning allow for unsupervised content-based data driven modeling, i.e, neural networks capable of learning the relationship between the spatial features present in the input and output from available data [14] . Ideally, these networks can accommodate the non-linearities that best approximate the functional relation between environmental factors and landscapes generating realistic spatial representations of the landscapes. We aim to demonstrate that it is possible to predict landscapes -as seen from space-that behave as real for hypothetical environmental conditions. We attempt to map the climatic, topographic and anthropogenic factors onto sentinel-2 visible and near-IR bands using a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) [15] . We will assess its limitations and usability as a tool for climate change studies. One of the main applications envisioned for the proposed approach is forecasting landscape change under future climate projections.
Materials and Methods
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) estimate a generative model via an adversarial process in which two neural networks are trained simultaneously: a generative network G that captures the data distribution and a discriminative network D that estimates the probability of a sample coming from the training set rather than from G. Both networks are co-trained: the network G tries to maximize the probability of D making a mistake while the network D tries to discriminate data generated by G from true samples [16] .
In addition, cGANs learn a mapping from input conditions and r probabilistic latent space to the output. Later developed topologies such as the U-Net GAN [14] allow for the input conditions to have two spatial dimensions. With the use of skip-connection between symmetrical convolutional and deconvolutional layers, the conditions do not only determine the features that shall be present in the output, but where those must appear. This is important since, the location of a feature on one of the conditioning variables, e.g., a mountain range in the altitude predictor, must be reflected on the same location on the generated landscape. The mapping from the probabilistic space is relevant since the conditioning variables do not deterministically determine landscapes.
Problem and notations
To model the problem's uncertainty, we define the ground truth as a probability distribution over the imagery conditioned on the set of environmental conditions C. In training we have access to one sample of the target landscapes for each set of environmental conditions. We train a neural network G to approximate the sought function eq. (2), returning landscapes as seen from space when fed with the environmental conditions
where θ denotes the network parameter and r is a random variable from which to map the multiple plausible outputs. During test time multiple samples of r could be used to generate different plausible landscapes for the same set of environmental conditions.
Data
Satellite imagery sensed on April 2017 by Sentinel-2 was matched with 32 environmental predictors representing the Clim, Geo, and AI forming factors for 94, 289 locations. The dataset covers 10% of the emerged Earth surface on 1857 blocks of 110 × 110 Km randomly distributed across the planet. Each location will serve as a single sample with 256 × 256 pixels, 32 input environmental variables and 4 output multispectral variables. Climatic variables (Clim) were represented by a subset of WorldClim v2 [17] . Altitude and lithology (Geo) variables, were represented by STRM v4 [18] and GLiM [19] . In addition, we used three of the GlobeLand30's [20] classes as a proxy for anthropogenic large scale interventions (AI). All of the environmental variables were resampled to 256 · 256 pixeles to match the resolution of the imagery.
Experimental Design
Two experiments were designed to asses 1) the ability of the proposed approach to generate landscape imagery and 2) its generalization capability under different spatial block designs to find limitations and describe possible consequences of extrapolation.
Experiment One
We first compare five models of different architectural complexity, from a fully connected network to the complex cGAN detailed in the models subsection. For this experiment train and test samples were drawn from a completely randomized pool, 80% of which were used for training and 20% for testing. With this experiment we expect to unveil whether there is a significant performance improvement between the proposed cGAN approach and baseline machine learning methods.
Experiment Two We trained the cGANs of different complexity and the baseline fully connected model under different spatial block designs. Landscapes that are close on the surface of the planet tend to be similar [21] . We split the train and test sets into 3 experimental treatments: a complete randomization of the test and train sets as a baseline; a block design where the test locations must be at least 100 km from the closest training sample; and a third treatment where landscapes in the Americas are predicted by a model trained solely with Asia, Africa and Europe. We expect to be able to measure the negative consequences of overfitting that might arise when extrapolating to locations far from those used for training, and thus, combinations of input conditions never seen during training.
Models
Two cGANs were trained inheriting the architecture of the original pix2pix network [14] : a low complexity one (GAN 1 Gb) with few learnable filters per layer and a high complexity one (GAN 7 Gb), named after the total size of the weights on disk. Alongside with the cGANs a fully connected model lacking spatial context was trained as a baseline. In addition, two handicapped cGAN models were trained in order to compare equally complex models that lack one of the key features. One handicapped cGAN was trained over a modified train set with no spatial features due to random permutation of pixels. It is to expect that this handicapped cGAN will not take advantage of convolutions. The second handicapped cGAN was deprived of the discriminator loss. We would expect it to fail to produce landscapes with sharp photointerpretable features. Further detail of the networks' architectures can be found in the supplementary material.
Analysis
Domain experts can visually determine whether a pair of satellite images resemble the same ecosystem, have a similar climate or have a relatable landscape structures. Experts can identify if a satellite image is realistic or faulty. However, human perception based metrics are costly, time inefficient and prone to bias; therefore, computerized metrics are needed for the objective comparison of models of results over thousands of samples. The generated landscapes must resemble the target ones, however the generated landscapes do not have to match the targets pixel to pixel. Per pixel error metrics are not adequate since the features of interest on landscapes are of supra-pixel scale, and can appear on different places in the generated imagery.
We tested the generated landscapes by comparing the high level landscape patch metrics [22] to the target landscapes. Landscape metrics are typically used for the objective description of landscape structure. These are central to the study of landscape ecology and biodiversity and habitat analysis [23] . We make use of landscape level patch metrics as a mean to compare landscape composition and structure. While our quantitative analysis is focused on the landscape metrics, it is important to note that predicting these metrics is not the objective of our work. Our objective is to generate landscape images that behave realistic, and we make use of the landscape metrics as a mean of automatizing the evaluation.
In order to compute patch metrics of a landscape, segmentating into landscape units is needed first. These landscape units typically have a semantic meaning such as forest or industrial and the segmentation process is often carried out by humans. However, in an effort to automatize the analysis, we opted for an unsupervised non-semantic segmentation. The generated and the target satellite imagery was unsupervisedly segmented via K-means clustering using the red, green, blue and near-infrared bands as input variables. The individual pixels were segmented into 20 clusters. A value of K = 20 was selected since this is a typical number of land cover units seen in semantically segmented land cover products [24] . For robustness, the analysis was repeated under different landscape segmentations, clustering it in an undersegmentation scenario (K=8) and oversegmentation scenario (K = 60).A total of 8 K-means were trained using 3, 000, 000 pixels (3% of total) extracted randomly from 1, 500 randomly selected target images ( 8% of total). Once trained, in a cross-validation fashion, segmentation was performed for 8 randomly selected subsets of size 1, 500 sample pairs (each pair consisting of a target and generated landscape).
As landscape metrics are often redundant [25] , we selected five representative landscape level metrics of diverse nature based on expert criteria: Shannon diversity index, patch cohesion, connectance, mean fractal dimensionality and effective mesh size. Landscape metrics were computed using FRAGSTATS v4 [26] . Our final evaluation measure is the robust biweight midcorrelation [27] computed as in [28] between generated and target landscapes for patch metrics. Figure 1 : Intermodel comparison (20 landcover units). Correlation between landscape metrics of generated and target landscapes. Shannon diversity index (SHDI), patch cohesion, patch connectance, average patch fractal dimensionality and effective mesh size were computed for both, real landscapes, and landscapes generated given the environmental conditions on the test locations.
Landscapes level metrics' correlation between generated and target landscapes on our first experiment can be seen in fig. 1 . The proposed model (GAN 1 Gb) is best at producing landscapes whose patch level metrics resemble the target landscapes. The handicapped models, in spite of having the same number of total weights as the proposed GAN, fail to reproduce the landscape metrics to the same degree. This indicates both, the use of a discriminative training and the capability of mapping spatial features, are key for a high performace. The pixel based 'FC' model is the least capable of generating landscapes whose landscapes composition and structure resemble the targets. Results evidence that for best performance, models that can make explicit use of spatial neighboring on the input features and can generate the landscape as a whole rather than per pixel are needed. In addition, the best performing models are those using a discriminative loss, rather than simple per pixel error metrics. Further evaluation with undersegmented and oversegmented landscapes also lead to similar results (supplementary figures 2 and 3). This indicates that the findings are not dependent on the segmentation process used for calculating the landscape metrics. 
Experiment Two
On our second experiment we compared our approach and the baseline on a test set that is vaguely represented by the test set due to distance between samples, some extrapolation occurs at prediction time. Landscapes level metrics' correlation generated to target for the proposed model and the baseline can be seen in fig. 2 . The proposed GAN models (1 Gb and 7 Gb) outperform the simple baseline method FC. We observe all models suffer some kind of performance decay as location of the testing set samples is further from the train locations. The FC model's performance decays the least with distance, this is to expect of a model that does not suffer from overfitting. The performance of the more complex GAN models decays strongly with extrapolation. While the GAN 7 Gb model slightly outperforms the GAN 1 Gb model on the fully randomized test set and the short distance test, performance becomes similar on the harder intercontinental test. This indicates some level of overfitting to train locations. While the performance decay due to extrapolation is the largest on the GAN 7 Gb, it is to note that it still outperforms the simpler method that does not use spatial context.
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Prediction
Summary statistics for the prediction of the overall amount of vegetation for all models can be seen in table 1. As NDVI is a simple ratio between different spectral bands, these results can also be understood as the ability of the models to predict overall reflectance.
The simpler models perform close to the GAN models. This effect might be due to the unnecessity of context and spatial features as NDVI is averaged across the image. While by a small margin, the more complex models (GAN 1 Gb and GAN 7 Gb) outperform the FC baseline models. The higher performance cannot be attributed to the capability of these models to learn spatial features or the discriminative loss, since both handicapped models also outperform the baseline. Therefore, the most plausible cause for the higher performance is the sheer size of the models. Similar to what has been observed for the landscape metrics, the simpler baseline method performance does not decrease as steeply as the GANs when predicting intercontinentally; however, the absolute performance of the GANs is still superior even when extrapolation is done.
Visual Analysis

Figure 3:
Sample generated landscapes across the tested models Visible bands on test locations belonging to the fully randomized test set. Model complexity increases from left to right. The six displayed locations were drafted at random.
Experiment One
We first present generated and target landscapes on an ideal scenario where the train dataset represents very well the cases in the test set due to spatial proximity ( fig. 3 ). Landscape reconstructions based on per pixel mapping (FC model) gives overly a close rendition of reflectance across all bands, i.e., colors resemble the target with few exceptions (as seen in sample 14VNK37). Nonetheless, these generated samples lack the characteristic spatial features of landscapes. This is visible on an agricultural area where the model produces an image that lacks the spatial features of agricultural fields (sample 37SGA21). These samples can hardly be understood as satellite imagery, preventing photointerpretation. Moreover the spatial heterogeneity seen in the output of the fully connected model is directly determined by the spatial heterogeneity of the input condition variables.
The spatially shuffled handicapped GAN faces similar visual problems as the FC model. Although overall colors seem accurate, it still fails to project the expected spatial features of real landscapes as it lacks content-based generation. The outputs are noisier than the fully connected model, possibly due to the spatially shuffling of pixels on the training set and the discriminative loss, i.e., noisy samples, similar to those used for training, had a smaller discriminative loss. The 'No discriminator' handicapped GAN, in contrast, can make use of convolutions but lacks the discriminative training. It generates outputs that contain spatial features loosely resembling those of real landscapes; however, these are smoother. This is an expected artifact when using solely mean squared error as training loss.
GAN models (1 Gb and 7 Gb) generate crisper images. These contain spatial features that humans can recognize as part of landscapes that are not determined by the spatial features in the predictors. The lower complexity model (GAN 1 GB) seems to lack the ability to learn enough spatial features on its generator, and under some circumstances generates mosaicking patterns (as seen in sample 37SGA21) while the model with higher number of convolutional filters per layer (GAN 7 Gb) seems to be able to cope better with spatially homogenous predictors. However, it is still susceptible to generate visually faulty landscapes as seen in sample 52UDV01. Under simple visual inspection, the proposed models (GAN 1 Gb and 7 Gb) seem to be the ones generating imagery that is most readily accessible to photointerpretation. Figure 4 : Generated test samples by a GAN (7 Gb) for the intercontinental test set. The model used to generate the landscapes was trained solely with imagery of Europe, Africa and Asia, however the input conditions given to generate the images occur in the Americas. Each square image was generated independently and mosaicked to display a larger area.
Experiment Two
We trained the models with samples from Europe, Africa and Asia to later generate samples for environmental conditions occurring on the Americas. Samples from a good and a bad case were re-mosaicked for display on fig. 4 . While Laguna Salada landscape does not show large scale artifacts, Lake Izabal landscape displays colors and features that are not possible on a real landscape, such as a red water lake or bright green vegetation, as well as, repetitive patterns.
Discussion
We tackled the prediction of landscapes as seen from space by linking reflectance and environmental conditions with a generative neural network. The proposed approach is able to generate photointerpretable satellite imagery. This is the first time it has been achieved. We unveiled that both, a discriminative loss and spatial context are key for the good performance of the model. In addition, spatial extrapolation to new areas is possible to some extent.
Nonetheless, there are artifacts of different nature in the generated imagery, especially for the test locations that are far from the train locations. We hypothesize these artifacts could be caused by a combination of the following reasons: 1) the deep dreamy appearance might be a negative consequence of the discriminative loss; 2) the model might be overfitting our training set; 3) the input environmental conditions were never seen during training; 4) the processes involved in creating landscapes are not identical in different parts of the planet. These results highlight the importance, when using this approach as a tool, of training the model with a set of samples that is as relevant as possible to the problem to be solved.
Predicting Landscapes as a Tool
Predicting landscapes could become an important tool for the study of ecological change at the landscape scale. However, further effort is needed as the proposed approach is by no means exempt of flaws and projecting future climate scenarios is only valid under rigorous assumptions. Figure 5 : Satellite imagery generated for hypothetical environmental conditions. Annual precipitation and temperature were modified over a real location in northern Canada (56°48'37"N, 106°32'36") in order to display the ability of the model to create novel landscapes for hypothetical climate scenarios. The real landscape is marked in red.
One of the main applications envisioned for the proposed approach is forecasting landscape change under future climate projections. In fig. 5 a sample test location is altered both, annual precipitation and mean annual temperature, in order to display the capability of the model to reimagine landscapes under different environments. Validating the landscapes depicted in fig. 5 is not possible; however, the increase of vegetation cover and the desertification as temperature and precipitation varies is consistent with our expectation. While, made up predictors generate landscapes never seen and thus, difficult to validate, we have tested against predictors found in real world mid distance (more than 100 Km away) and long distance (intercontinentally) and the landscapes generated do resemble the real landscapes to a high extent.
There are, however, limitations to be taken into account before using these models for projecting future landscapes. Our approach, in its current status, does not account for the temporal processes; instead, if we were to predict future scenarios we would be assuming space for time, e.g., sometime warmer in the future must look like somewhere warmer today. However, this assumption only holds if you allow ample time for the landscape to achieve a new steady state after the intervention. When climatic conditions change rapidly, landscape change lags behind, and thus, modelling the landscapes inertia and temporal dynamics is necessary. Also with global change other factors such as CO 2 change, having an important effect on vegetation that a static model cannot predict. In addition, in order to generate landscapes for hypothetical environmental conditions, we assume that the system is currently in steady state. However, we know that current climate is trending [29] . Therefore, since our train set landscapes are not in equilibrium with the environmental conditions, our ability to predict landscapes for the future climates is further detrimented. The data driven modelling of the evolution of landscapes over time given the environmental conditions might server as a fix to most of the flaws previously mentioned.
Although landscapes are shaped by past environmental conditions, for simplicity, we have assumed that present day conditions are sufficient. As a matter of fact, present day conditions may serve as a proxy for past climatic conditions. While this is true for orbital processes, it is not for the tectonic processes or glaciations [30] .
Predicting the landscape patch composition and structure is not the only use that can be made of the imagery. The generated satellite imagery can be potentially used across many disciplines. There are many available tools for different scientific purposes that make use of satellite imagery to gather information. It is unknown whether the quality of the generated imagery is sufficient for these tools to work seamlessly and will require specific testing for the different use cases.
Problems
Predicting landscapes as seen from space is an ill-posed problem. Landscapes are stochastic and chaotic systems and their evolution is conditioned on an unknown initial state. For added difficulty, landscapes have become dependent on complex societal and economical systems that are hard to predict as well. We cannot expect our method or any future method to predict landscapes without flaws and compromises.
We have experienced technical problems. We observe mode collapse. The GAN network we use [14] does not explicitly model the uncertainty since no r probabilistic space is used during the generative process. Instead, it does so in a weak manner by having an active dropout during test time as explained in [14] . When fed the same set of environmental conditions, the network outputs nearly identical landscapes. Later developed network architectures, such as those using an implicit probabilistic space and making use of Wasserstein distance during training might mitigate the observed mode collapse. Predicting the full set of landscapes that are plausible for a set of environmental conditions is key in order to have a measure of uncertainty over our prediction.
Future Work
Predicting imagery of landscapes is a valid line of research; furthermore, future improvements in deep learning must be expected making the prediction of satellite imagery more feasible.
• Modeling explicitly landscape evolution over time could greatly benefit the usability as a tool.
• Improve landscape comparison metrics: comparing generated and target landscapes is not trivial. Learned perceptual similarity based metrics [31] might be a faster and better option than landscape metrics.
• Extract knowledge from the network. Exploring the latent space might give us new insight to the importance of the forming factors, the relation between them and help clustering the surface of Earth landscape-wise.
• Build a working stochastic generator. Generate the multiple plausible landscapes that can be arise from each set of environmental factors.
Summary and Conclusion
We have tackled the prediction of landscapes as seen from space by approximating the conceptual model with a generative neural network. The proposed approach demonstrates that a minimum set of environmental conditions is enough to predict landscapes. Our trained model allows to generate close to realistic landscapes for hypothetical environmental scenarios that have some degree of photointerpretability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that environmental predictors are used to infer the aerial view of landscapes.
The predicted images of the landscapes have spatial features that are not dictated by the predictors, but introduced by the generative model. These spatial features add for the interpretability as evidenced by our experiments (fig. 3 ), making the generated landscapes behave closer to the real ones as evidenced by patch level landscape metrics fig. 1 ). We contribute our dataset covering 10% of the emerged surface of Earth and matched with the pertinent 32 environmental predictors (detailed in Supplementary Material) for further development. We believe this is an important step for the data-driven modeling and forecasting of Earth surface.
The use of a discriminative loss and spatial context is crucial in order to generate landscape images susceptible to photointerpretation. We see how a minimum set of with only present day environmental conditions provide enough information to infer the aerial view of a landscape. We demonstrate for the first time that landscapes, as seen from space, can be predicted by pertinent environmental conditions, opening a new data-driven way to study the landscape evolution.
is unbalanced: due to the low cloud cover requisite deserts are overrepresented; some of the input environmental conditions are highly collinear; some samples cover mainly sea surface as some satellite intakes might be close to coastal areas; and there are a few areas of the planet where one or several predictors have missing values.
Models
Two cGANs were trained, a low complexity one (fewer learnable filters per layer) and a high complexity one, named after the total size of the weights on disk. The small model has 57 million weights (accounting for generator and discriminator) named 'GAN 1 Gb' the high complexity model has 348 million weights, the '7 Gb' model. Alongside with the cGANs, a fully connected model lacking spatial context was trained as a baseline. The fully connected network takes the value of the environmental variables as scalar inputs (32 input variables) and performs regression on the reflectance value for each spectral band (RGB and near infrared). The network has three fully connected hidden layers (64, 256, 364) using hyperbolic tangent activation for the hidden layers and a linear activation for the last layer. The fully connected network totals 113,000 parameters. In addition, two handicapped cGAN models were trained in order to compare the cGANs to other models with the same complexity but lacking one of the key features. On one hand, a handicapped cGAN was trained over a modified train set with no spatial features due to random permutation of pixels. It is to expect that this handicapped cGAN will not take advantage of convolutions, since there are no spatial relations on the training set. On the other hand, the second handicapped cGAN was deprived of the discriminator loss, i.e., it was trained solely based on mean squared error. In this case we would expect it to fail to produce landscapes with sharp photointerpretable features.
Supporting Figures
Landscapes are segmented into landcover units before calculating patch level metrics. The following image depicts several landscape images together with their unsupervised segmentation (K=20) Further replicates of the main quantitative analysis for undersegmented secenario (K=8) and oversegmented scenario (K=60) are displayed next.
Figure 7:
Intermodel comparison (8 landcover units) Robust biweight midcorrelation between landscape metrics of generated and target landscapes. Shannon diversity index (SHDI), patch cohesion, patch connectance, average patch fractal dimensionality and effective mesh size were computed for both, real landscapes of test locations, and landscapes generated given the environmental conditions on the test locations. Landscapes were segmented into 8 different patch types, serving as an undersegmentation case, i.e., the number of landcover units is excesivly low. Figure 8 : Intermodel comparison (60 landcover units) Robust biweight midcorrelation between landscape metrics of generated and target landscapes. Shannon diversity index (SHDI), patch cohesion, patch connectance, average patch fractal dimensionality and effective mesh size were computed for both, real landscapes of test locations, and landscapes generated given the environmental conditions on the test locations. Landscapes were segmented into 60 different patch types, serving as an oversegmentation case, i.e., the number of landcover units is excesivly high.
